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System design and functional safety compliance should not happen serially. Unfortunately, traditional design approaches – and many organizations – treat these steps in the design process as separate, siloed activities, often leading to increased design costs and delays getting to market.

At a glance

1. **Defining functional safety compliance**
   The goal of functional safety standards is to manage and mitigate systematic faults while also being able to detect and prevent (or, at minimum, render safe) random hardware failures when they occur.

2. **Two attributes of functional safety system design**
   Functional safety involves developing systems to deliver an intended function and to meet a safety integrity level.

3. **The recommended approach to designing functionally safe motor-control and drive systems**
   System engineers designing functionally safe systems should approach functional safety compliance at the outset of the design process – not as an afterthought.

When designing functionally safe motor-control applications, should you tackle functional safety compliance at the beginning, as an initial design requirement? Or should you treat functional safety as an add-on feature, incorporated into the final stages of your design?

Functional safety should be part of the initial design requirements – interwoven with the intended functionality of the motor drive. This isn’t the norm, because traditional system design workflows don’t approach safety compliance synergistically. But neglecting to consider how you need to meet safety integrity compliance at the outset can result in costly delays when introducing systems to market.

The onset of Industry 4.0 and the growth of vehicle electrification and connectivity require that we change our approach to functional safety compliance. Simply put, we now have more motor systems in more applications, and a high bar for complying with functional safety standards.

**Defining functional safety compliance**

The goal of functional safety standards such as International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) 61508 and International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 26262 is to manage and mitigate systematic faults while also being able to detect and prevent (or, at minimum, render safe) random hardware failures when they occur.

The adoption of a rigorous development process with independent verification and validation can help manage for systematic faults.

It is possible to detect, prevent or render safe random hardware failures by:

- Having a thorough understanding of the equipment under control.
- Analyzing the likely sources of situational hazards and their attributes, such as probability of occurrence, severity of impact and controllability of the incident.
The pairing of safety mechanisms with each situational hazard then helps designers meet quantitative metrics such as safe failure fraction (SFF) and probability of failures/hour (PFH) as required by IEC 61508. For example, a Safety Integrity Level (SIL) 2 system must have an SFF≥90% and a PFH of ≤1000 failures in time over 1 billion hours of operation.

**Two attributes of functional safety system design**

Functional safety standards assume that all systems will fail (not a matter of if, just a matter of when), and there is no such thing as zero risk.

The two attributes of a functional safety system design are developing a system to deliver an intended function and developing the same system to meet a safety function such as a certain SIL or automotive SIL (ASIL).

Designers often approach the two aspects disparately, or serially. Designing functionally safe systems for high-volume applications while preserving design budget requirements is challenging. Table 1 outlines examples of intended functions and safety functions in control and drive applications.

To better explain this concept, look at the elevator motor example in Table 1.

The intended function of the elevator is to move people up and down based on user input. If you push a button to get to the fifth floor, the elevator should take you there.

The safety functions of the elevator take it a step further, and could include:

- Taking you smoothly from floor to floor.
- Stopping in level with the landing on each floor.
- Applying the brake automatically if the elevator exceeds a safe speed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functional safety application</th>
<th>Intended function example</th>
<th>Safety function example (and corresponding SIL or ASIL target)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Industrial: elevator motor** | Move elevator up and down in response to user requests | • Start or stop elevator safely (avoid jerks) (SIL 2)  
• Apply automatic braking if elevator is traveling too fast (SIL 3) |
| **Automotive: electric vehicle (EV) traction motor** | Move EV forward and backward per driver command through accelerator or brake | • Prevent insufficient or excess torque at acceleration (ASIL C)  
• Prevent braking too hard (to avoid being rear-ended) (ASIL D) |
| **Industrial: steel press** | Control servo-drive system that operates a steel press without lowering factory productivity | • Safe-torque-off (STO) de-energizes drive controller if over torque or over speed occurs (SIL 3)  
• Safe-limited-speed (SLS) keeps motor speed within acceptable limits if operator is close (SIL 2)  
• Trigger STO if SLS exceeds a bounds check (to balance between productivity and safety that drives a higher SIL, for example, SIL-3) |

Table 1. Intended and safety function examples in control and drive applications.
To better understand how intended functions and safety functions work together, assume that the elevator in a building with 20 floors has a push-button circuit (see Figure 1) with a fault the elevator motor controller interprets as sending the elevator to the 25th or 30th floor (that is, floors that don’t exist in the building). A bounds check would catch the fault before it results in an error, or eventually, a failure. This is the accepted progression in functional safety: “faults” lead to “errors,” while some errors can lead to “failures.”

In organizations where a separate, somewhat siloed team handles the safety function design process, a separate functional safety expert comes along and reviews the functional safety manual for the MCU that the system engineer originally chose. In some cases, the functional safety expert may discover that the safety-element-out-of-context (SEooC) safety concept calls for the use of SW test of function including error tests, hardware redundancy, a digital-to-analog converter (DAC)-to-ADC loopback check, or monitoring the enhanced PWM through enhanced capture. Recalling the earlier elevator example, it may be necessary to use multiple ADC channels to monitor the level sensor on each floor to protect against a “stuck-at” fault in the MCU’s ADC.

Even if the design steps do not happen serially, they frequently happen in separate organizational silos; that is, the systems engineer typically does not have any functional safety expertise, and the functional safety expert is not a systems engineer. This siloed approach ultimately results in the same issues: increased system costs and months of time-to-market delays.

The recommended approach to designing functionally safe motor-control and drive systems

The ultimate goal for system engineers designing functionally safe systems is for them to approach functional safety compliance at the outset of the design process.

Designing and delivering a functionally safe system that meets a design budget requires a synergistic analysis of both safety compliance and intended functionality. Approaching the project independently or serially could result in challenges or even the inability to meet system
design goals. Considering the earlier example with the team managing the safety function design process, earlier collaboration would likely have prevented the need to select a new MCU and reconfigure the PCB.

In fact, another example might illustrate the recommended approach. A human brain applies both its left (logical) half and the right (creative) half to holistically solve problems, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. A single brain has unified expertise in both system design and functional safety compliance.

Think of the brain as a single organization where each half represents a different team or an internal design resource, capable of bringing their perspective of a particular discipline in the design process. Together, they can work as a single unit in the design workflow, approaching the design from their discipline while staying in clear and constant communication.

Similarly, the most effective design projects use a team of system designers and functional safety experts who work together to realize a functionally safe system.

To help accelerate time to market, systems engineers need the right design resources. For example, TI develops subsystem- and system-level functional safety concepts that are independently assessed by third parties.

How TI can help you design functionally safe systems

TI's product portfolio ranges from motor drivers and gate drivers to MCUs based on proprietary CPU architectures, including C2000™ and Arm® Cortex®-based MCUs such as the AM2434BSDFHIALVR. These products have advanced diagnostic features and on-chip sensing peripherals that can detect and react to failures quickly while minimizing system downtime (and in an industrial environment, increasing factory productivity).

To help you find the most effective device for a functionally safe design, TI has defined three categories of products suitable for use in functionally safe applications: TI Functional Safety-Capable, TI Functional Safety Quality-Managed and TI Functional Safety-Compliant. (Our motor drivers, gate drivers and MCUs are typically TI Functional Safety-Compliant products.)

TI designs and builds these products to meet the systematic capability compliance recommendations of IEC 61508 and ISO 26262, enabling you to build safe and reliable motor-control and drive systems. We support each device with a failure mode, effects, and diagnostic analysis (FMEDA); a functional safety manual; and (if applicable) a safety diagnostics library, with system and subsystem functional safety concept reports available on TI.com or by request. TI MCU’s functional safety manuals include an in-context look at the SEooC and outline possible fault groups for example applications.

Examples of our design resources include a “TÜV SÜD-assessed STO module for industrial drives in the TUEV-Assessed Safe Torque Off (STO) Reference Design for Industrial Drives (IEC 61800-5-2). Learn more about our functional safety products and view design resources at www.ti.com/technologies/functional-safety.html.
TI has experience with ISO 26262 SEooCs and IEC 61508-compliant items, and the types of functionally safe systems TI products are used in. Of course, realizing these benefits requires balancing the complex needs of developing both the intended function and the safety function.
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